chapter XXXVIII
CHILE
1  Structure and Relief
I
N more senses than one Chile is China s opposite number
In place of a compact block of country we have in Chile
a long thin strip of territory that is remarkable for the
differences it presents Chile has been called a land of con
trasts and the label fits the country exactly Its extreme
length of nearly 3 000 miles i e about the width of Australia
contrasts with its narrowness of less than 100 miles or half
the width of Tasmania The hot rainless) desert in the north
contrasts with the cold rainy region of the south Again the
mining of the north which is the main occupation contrasts
with the farming of the central regions m a remarkable way
The whole character of the country is determined by the
broad belt of the Andes which sweeps down the whole length
of the country more as a definite range than as the series of
broad plateaux it presents to the north falling gradually an
elevation to the extreme south The mountain wall too is
here more broken by passes although for vanous reasons the
east-west traffic is very small Farther to the west of the
main range the land finishes as a very definite rim known as
the Coastal Range This rim rises to heights of 7000 feet
but to the south of Valdivia it dips to become a fringe of
islands or a fretwork of fiords very similar to the formation
found in the southwest corner of New Zealand This
Coastal Range however exercises an influence on the country
out of all proportion to its height
By far the most important feature of the country at least
from an economic point of view is the long narrow depression
fymg between the Andes and the Coastal Range and known
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